NIKON MODIFICATION – for the Canon DSLR PC Serial Port Control Cable
By: Joe Zeglinski – March, 2009

As a primary reference, I recommend reading the full original article by Paul Beskeen.
“Computerized Shutter Control of Canon DSLR’s”
also: For Nikon: http://www.schneordesign.com/Avi/F100/div_02.htm

This document describes how to make a simple addition to the standard Canon DSLR (300D/10D, etc.) shutter release PC serial port cable, to work with both the Canon DSLR’s as well as the Nikons. All that is required is adding a tiny “pin diode” to the stereo plug, inside its housing. You don’t have to touch the interface circuit itself, or even change the 2-conductor cable, to make this a multi-camera-brand interface.

When I originally constructed the serial cable, as designed by Bill Drummond, using the Matthew Chang & Wade Calvert diagram, for their “Opto-Isolator” version, I soon discovered that it would not release a NIKON camera shutter. The problem is that Nikons require the metering circuit (Auto Focus) signal to be present when the shutter release signal fires.

My first mod to make it work with my KODAK DCS PRO SLR/n – which is based on a NIKON N80 DSLR body – was only partially successful. I added a short between the AF and Shutter release. The serial port interface did trigger the shutter, but it fired on ANY “half-press” of the shutter release on the camera, or a remote release. This was not a problem with use of programs like DSLR Focus, Images Plus, etc., since both the AF and shutter signal occurred simultaneously. However, it was annoying that I could not use AF to focus the camera lens, since focusing would fire the shutter.

The solution was to maintain the AF short for shutter release, but isolate that signal for the duration of the AF signal, until the very last moment when the shutter signal fires. I added a very small glass “pin diode” to the end of the cable, between the formerly unused centre band on the stereo plug, and the plug tip (shutter) tab.

As seen in the photos, rather than chopping off the Nikon 10-pin cable from a Nikon MC-30 Remote (similar to a Canon RS-80N3), I decided to modify the body by adding a stereo audio female receptacle inside, next to the Nikon cable exit. This was done by cutting out one of the four screw bosses in the case, and drilling a ~1/4” hole to insert the stereo socket. Since I also wanted the receptacle to be flush to the bottom, I turned down the stereo receptacle screw threads, on a lathe – otherwise, it can be left sticking out about ¼” below the base. The stereo socket was glued to the case cover, terminals wired across to the cable circuit board inside, and finally the MC-30 was closed up using the remaining three screws.

The beauty of this arrangement, as shown, is that the modified Nikon MC-30 can be used as “Three Remotes”:
1. as the original standard remote, for normal photography
2. with the PC serial port interface control cable, using a variety of shutter release software
3. with a “300D modified” Canon TC-80N3 Timer Remote Controller, without a PC

Since the original unmodified Bill Drummond version didn’t require the optional stereo centre band (AF half-press) signal, this same modified serial port cable should remain compatible with your Canon DSLR cameras.
Simplest Approach:

If you don’t want to keep the MC-30, an easier approach would be to lop off the MC-30, and add the isolation pin diode inside a stereo in-line socket, to the end of the Nikon 10-pin cable. This modded cable can then be used with either the serial interface cable, or with the TC-80N3.

Also notice, my own Serial Interface Cable, has the Red/Green shutter status LED “squeezed between” the thin cable and the DB-9 covers, where I enlarged the cable entry throat slightly, using a “round file”